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Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.  
Pilgrim Station 
600 Rocky Hill Road 
Plymouth, MA 02360

January 3, 2006 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attn: Document Control Desk 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

SUBJECT: Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.  
Pilgrm Nuclear Power Station 
Docket No. 50-293 
License No. DPR-35

Emergency Plan Changes to the Minimum Staffing Requirements for the 
Emergency Response Organization (ERO) 

LETTER NUMBER: 2.05.086 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(q), Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (Entergy) requests approval of 
the enclosed change to the Pilgrim Nuclear Station (PNPS) Emergency Plan.  

The proposed change is being submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4. The change has 
been evaluated in accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(q) and it has been determined that the 
change does not decrease the effectiveness of the approved Emergency Plan. The basis for 
this determination is provided in the enclosure. However, since this proposed change involves 
a revision to the uon-shifft staff as currently defined in Table B-1 of the Emergency Plan, it was 
concluded that the NRC should review and approve the change prior to implementation.  

Entergy requests approval of the proposed change by September 29, 2006. Once approved, 
the revision will be implemented within 90 days.  

There are no commitments contained in this letter.  

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact me at (508) 830
8403. -~ 

I:~2

e---Sincerely, 

Bryan Ford 
Licensing Manager

FM/dm 
Enclosure: 
Attachments:

Evaluation of Change to PNPS Emergency Plan, (5 p 
PNPS Emergency Plan, Table B-1 Mark-up (1 page)
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Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.  
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station 

cc: . James Shea, Project Manager 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Mail Stop: 0-88-1 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
1 White Flint North 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, MD 20852 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Region 1 
475 Allendale Road 
King of Prussia, PA 19408
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Ms. Cristine McCombs, Director 
Mass. Emergency Management Agency 
400 Worcester Road 
Framingham, MA 01702 

Mr. Robert Walker, Director 
Massachusetts Department of Public 
Health 
Radiation Control Program 
90 Washington Street, 2"d Floor 
Dorchester, MA 02121

Senior Resident Inspector 
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station



ENCLOSURE to Letter 2.05.086 

Evaluation of Change to PNPS Emergency Plan 

Subject: Changes to Table B-i: Minimum Staffing Requirements for the PNPS ERO 

1. DESCRIPTION 

2. PROPOSED CHANGES 

3. BACKGROUND 

4. TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

5. PRECEDENTS 

6. REFERENCES



Letter 2.05.086 
Enclosure 

Evaluation of Change to PNPS Emergency Plan 

1. Description 

This letter is a request to revise the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station (PNPS) 
Emergency Plan (EP). The proposed change will revise Table B-1, "Minimum 
Staffing Requirements for the PNPS ERO" for the "on-shift" Radiation Protection 
(RP) Technicians currently assigned to support the Operations Accident Assessment 
Support Functional Area. This change is consistent with the minimum staffing 
requirements defined in Table B-1 of NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1 Rev. 1, "Criteria 
for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and 
Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants." 

Attachment 1 provides a mark-up of the proposed change.  

2. Proposed Changes 

The following changes to Table B-1 are proposed as part of this Emergency Plan 
revision request.  

Operations Accident Assessment Support Functional Area: 

The number of "on-shift" RP Technicians listed as required to support the Onsite 
and In-plant Surveys task will be changed from two (2) RP Technicians to one 
(1) RP Technician.  
The title of the Radio Chemistry Technician position for the "on-shift" responder 
performing the Chemistry / Radiochemistry task will be revised to read "RP / 
Radio Chem Technician." 

Protective Actions (In Plant) Functional Area 
The note (***) associated with the =on-shift" RP Technician will be revised from 
"Task shared with RP Technicians assigned to in plant surveys" to May be 
provided by shift personnel assigned other functions." 

3. Background 

The Emergency Plan describes the Emergency Preparedness Program for the 
station. The philosophy that guides the development and maintenance of this 
program is the protection of the health and safety of the general public In 
communities around the station and the personnel who work at the plant.  

The Emergency Plan outlines the basis for response actions that would be 
implemented in an emergency. The plan is not intended to be used as a procedure.  
Detailed Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures are maintained and used to 
guide those responsible to implement the plan.  

The plan documents the methods by which the Emergency Preparedness Program 
meets the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50, Section 47(b) and Appendix E.  

The plan was formatted in a manner similar to NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1, "Criteria 
for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and 
Preparedness Support of Nuclear Power Plants."
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Section B of the plan describes the Site Emergency Organization, key positions and 
associated responsibilities. It also outlines the staffing requirements, which define 
initial emergency response actions and provisions for timely augmentation of "on
shift" personnel. Table B-1 defines the "on-shift" complement and their emergency 
duties. Members of the "on-shift" organization are trained on their responsibilities 
and duties in the event of an emergency, and are capable of performing these 
response actions in an Unusual Event, and the initial actions of higher 
classifications.  

In this submittal, Entergy is providing the technical analyses performed to justify the 
proposed Table B-1 revisions identified above.  

4. Technical Analysis 

This change involves the realignment of the "on-shift" radiological and 
radiochemistry functional tasks identified in Table B-1 of the Emergency Plan. Table 
B-1 of the Emergency Plan currently identifies that two (2) Radiation Protection (RP) 
Technicians and one (1) Chemistry / Radio Chemistry Technician will make-up the 
"on-shift" staff complement to perform the functional tasks assigned to Operations 
Accident Assessment Support. However, both the original and current NRC 
regulatory guidance detailed in NUREG-0654, Table B-1 (Reference 1) identifies that 
the minimum "on-shift" organization should consist of one (1) Health Physics 
Technician and one (1) Radio Chemistry Technician. The regulatory expectation is 
that these "on-shift" individuals are trained and proficient in task performance.  

NUREG-0654, Table B-1 specifies one (1) Radiochemistry qualified individual to 
perform the "on-shift" Chemistry / Radiochemistry work and one (1) HP technician
qualified individual for in-plant surveys. The NUREG also specifies two (2) HP 
technician-qualified individuals for access control, HP coverage, personnel 
monitoring and dosimetry, but noted that these latter functions could be provided by 
shift personnel assigned other functions.  

In the past station administrative controls prevented chemistry personnel from 
performing HP functions and visa-versa. As a result, it was necessary to assign 
three individuals to each shift, two (2) HP qualified individuals and one (1) Radio
chemistry qualified individual, to fulfill the above listed requirements.  

The administrative restriction relative to sharing chemistry and radiation protection 
work has been removed and the requested change to Table B-1 reflects this 
administrative realignment such that it is now possible to perform the above listed 
"on-shift" functions with two (2) properly trained (qualified) technicians.  

The Table B-1 revision will ensure that at least two (2) qualified individuals are "on
shift" to perform all expected RP and radiochemistry work. This change will be 
implemented either by maintaining an "on-shift" staff consisting of one qualified (1) 
RP Technician and one (1) other individual that is qualified to perform both radiation 
protection and radiochemistry support tasks or by using the current staff which 
consists of two (2) qualified RP technicians and one (1) qualified Radiochemistry 
technician. This change is consistent with NRC regulatory guidance for minimum 
"on-shift' radiation protection and radiological/radiochemistry staffing as specified in 
Table B-1 of NUREG-0654. This change will not degrade the effectiveness of the
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existing Emergency Plan or the associated implementing procedures because an 
adequate number of qualified individuals will be available "on-shift" to perform 
required radiation protection and radio-chemistry support tasks.  

Subsequent to development and implementation of the initial Emergency Plan, the 
"on-shift" radiochemistry support task workload has been significantly reduced 
resulting from the changes to the Post Accident Sampling System (PASS) as defined 
in License Amendment No. 204 (issued November 14,2003, reference 4). Based 
on this amendment, the Emergency Plan was updated to eliminate numerous PASS 
sampling requirements that previously supported emergency response decision
making during the initial accident phase. This greatly reduces the task burden for 
performing radiochemistry tasks prior to arrival of the "60 minute" Radio Chemistry 
Technician.  

PNPS has reviewed the existing emergency actions required during the first 60 
minutes and ensured that all required radiation protection and radiochemistry tasks 
can be completed using the two (2), individuals that are assigned to the shift. The 
individual assigned to fill the RP / Radio Chemistry Technician function will as a 
minimum be qualified to perform radiochemistry tasks, and may also be cross trained 
to perform RP tasks. If the assigned RP / Radio Chemistry Technician is not 
qualified to perform RP tasks, then an additional RP technician will be assigned to 
the shift.  

The potential elimination of one (1) of two (2) "on-shift" RP Technicians from the Ops 
Accident Assessment Support Functional Area will be compensated by ensuring that 
one of the two individuals assigned to "on-shift" staff is trained to perform required 
RP and radiochemistry tasks. This ensures that at least two (2) qualified individuals 
remain "on-shift" to perform all RP and Radiochemistry work. This revised "on-shifr 
complement meets the minimum "on-shift" radiological and radiochemistry staffing 
specified in Table B-1 of NUREG-0654 and does not reduce the number of 
individuals that are available and qualified to perform required radiation protection 
support tasks.  

A footnote contained in NUREG-0654, Table B-1 under the Protective Actions (in
plant) Functional Area for the "on-shift" Health Physics (HP) Technicians, identifies 
that coverage "may be provided by shift personnel assigned other functions." Table 
B-1 to the Emergency Plan will adopt this wording to ensure consistency with the 
NUREG and to remove unnecessary detail. This change will not adversely impact 
the plan because the number of "on-shift" individuals qualified to perform radiation 
protection tasks to support the Protective Action (in-plant) Functional Area has not 
changed.  

Table B-1 staff augmentation levels for the 30 minute and 60 minute Radiation 
Protection Technician response and the 60 minute Radio Chemistry Technician 
response are not being revised and continue to be consistent with, Table B-1 of 
NUREG-0654. A review of required radiation protection monitoring tasks that are 
required after 30 and 60 minutes reveals that elimination of one "on-shift" RP 
Technician will not negatively impact the ability to perform the required workload.
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In summary, the proposed changes were reviewed against the NRC regulations of 
10 CFR 50.47(b)(1), 10 CFR 50.47(b)(2) and 10 CFR 50, App. E, IV, A.  
"Organization" and regulatory guidance of NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, to ensure 
that the effectiveness of the Emergency Plan and implementing procedures are not 
compromised or degraded. It was determined that: 

- "on-shift" responsibilities for emergency response continue to be unambiguously 

defined; 
- adequate staffing to provide initial accident response in key functional areas 

continues to be maintained; 
- timely augmentation of response capabilities is available; and 
- interfaces among various onsite response activities and offsite support and 

response activities remain specified.  

The proposed changes ensure that the Emergency Plan meets the standards of 10 
CFR 50.47(b) and the requirements of Appendix E to 10 CFR 50. However, since 
this proposed change involves a reduction of existing "on-shift" staffing levels and 
realignment of functional tasks as currently committed in Table B-1 of the 
Emergency Plan, it has been concluded that the proposed change will require NRC 
review and approval prior to implementation.  

6. Precedents 
This proposed Table B-1 revision reflects Emergency Plan staffing changes similar 
to those previously approved by the NRC for R.E. Ginna (Approved July 24, 2003 
TAC No. MB7240) and Waterford 3 (Approved September 30, 2002 - TAC No.  
MB1462). This proposed revision is not identical to those requests due to 
differences in the Emergency Plans at each site and the exact approach each 
licensee took to amend their Emergency Plans. However, the overall intent of the 
requests is believed to be the same with very similar justifications.  

Furthermore, the Emergency Plan change and the evaluation documented in this 
submittal are consistent with the regulatory criteria used to judge the acceptability of 
previously approved Emergency Plans.  

7. References 

1. NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation 
of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of 
Nuclear Power Plants", dated November 1980.  

2. 10 CFR 50.47(b)(1) and 10 CFR 50.47(b)(2) 

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, IV, A. "Organization" 

4. USNRC Letter Number 1.03.128, "Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station - Issuance of 
Amendment No. 204 Re: Elimination of Requirements for Post Accident 
Sampling System (TAC No. MB8138)", dated November 14, 2003
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Attachment I to 2.05.086 

Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.  
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant 

Proposed Revision to the Emergency Plan

Table B-1 Minimum Staffing Table 
(1 total page)
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PNPS EMERGENCY PLAN

Table B-1: Minimum Statfino Reauirements for the PNPS ERO 11)

Functional Ara Major Task Position Title Re2s=9• 
Plant Oee6rations Plait Stabilzation Shift manager On ShhUf 
Asassessment OpenOonal Aspects Accidnt MUIgation Control 1ooM 5 ervlsof On ShiS 

Lic. fAc. Plant Operator (2) On Shins 
__Un. Nu. Pat Operatof (2) Ons8w 

Emeigec Direction Effergeny Clast&A~ci Shill MarsgeW On Shift 
Ezmeqeprcy Contvi PARS Conaro Room Spervio On Shllfl 

Emergency Direct•r nln.  
_________________ _______________ Emergency Plait Oms Supi go miln.  

NcOtlcation and CAmrnunkaflons NOVlt1alln ot PNM~ Local. Enginee (ShAf Cmnrci Nm On Shtit 
Comniamaili. and Federal Emergency Com Supv 30 atm.  
personnel and Maintain Co nwicalre StWi 2) 60 min.  

Rad Makid Assesmarne• EOF Direion Emegec, Ofat, Vanager 60 mi,.  
Ops Accident Assesasweri Support 01iRk Does Assassar"n Olftfte Raddlogklca Supy 30 mn*.  

O6 fste SWe,,s RUT M,•wrer (2) 30 rin,.  
_ _ _ _ Maranter.vr'*V" 60 Min.  

Outsit and n-pla&mt Suryeys "Ti: il 7 F On S"iftn 
FOPTe&"nc&nII,.- ~ 30 Mkh 

_____________ P Tedwtirim (2) 60l KgLi 

cherf"tlyl RaI A~ P~ Chan. Temnclietn on 51,111 
R g ,adi Chain-. Techncian so Min.  

Pledt Sysem Enrgtneeftn TS S ! ý E-Mergn Plier LaWOWe SO m.  
ear e Correcnft Actions Tecnca Support En~ (ShA Corr R•) On Shf 

Engineer (Fleactor 30 rwidn.  

Engineer (Medhtricei) 60 froin 

Equontert Repalrs Nuclear Malm. Technician 30 amn 
Corrective Actlor. Nuclear Mainl. Tedunclan S ran.  

Nuc. ait Reactor Operator On SrAfts 
Nuc. Plant Rector Operalor 60 mi.  
Nuclear "m~n Elowctalc)(2) 30 ml.  
Nudear MaW. (lectulcal) 60 Min.  
Nuclear Cotiml TrhrcanM(2 30 n30m.  

Proteclie Acions (In P ) adation Proteon. Access RP Technkian E2)- On SUNl 
Control. RP Coeamge. NP Todrk*lsn (2) 3D min.  
Persnkel Moniitoulng, w4d RP Techn~fin (2) 60 min.  
DOsimne ry 
Fiare lghting Fire Brlgafte on shint 

_______________ Plymoatih Fire Dept. on caln 
Rescue Ops sand First Aid EMP* On ShdWt 

Amrunlarce service OnCt 
Ste Aocasa Contr and Pesmnnal Securiy Sec"' ty Force- On Shife 
Ac=.!!abtft I _ _ _ _ ____ __ LL --I
a On brmUl - A erson is said to be arn sinm ? w n rV, normat or auuiiotzea ovtie hlus at personlis w the PNPS owner controled ares or on the connecting roads between them with 

Station Management approval.  
Postion staffed In accordance with technical speol.catlons.u.  
Position staffed in accordance with technical soeiicarlons and statn procedures.  

(M EeacyMedical Personneit uaS qaiida MIS [ RNs, First Responders, 
NOTE: Response times are based on optimum travel conditions.  
(1) This table B-1 is incorporated into the Emergency Plan in accomdance wt USNRC Generic Lett 

92-33 dated 112/17182..
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